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Introduction
How to use this book
There are two aspects to the investigative work in the IB ESS programme: general
practical work and a single individual investigation – the internal assessment
project (IA).
This publication is aimed specifically at IB ESS students and is to be used
throughout your two years of study. Practical activities and the IA form an
essential part of the 2015 IB ESS syllabus (first assessment held in 2017) which
forms 30 hours of recommended teaching time (20 hours of practical activities and
10 hours for the IA). This represents an average 20% of the total teaching time.
The internal assessment is worth 25% of the total marks available for ESS in the
final assessment.
General practical work includes laboratory projects, ecological fieldwork studies,
computer simulations, using databases for studying and analysing secondary data,
data-analysis exercises, developing and using models, questionnaires and surveys,
demonstrations by your ESS teacher and class activities which will be of a formative
nature. These are designed to help you learn ESS via practical work. The range of
tasks you undertake will reflect the interdisciplinary nature of the course.
This guide will ensure you can aim for your best grade by:
■

building practical and analytical skills for investigations through a
comprehensive range of strategies and detailed examiner advice and expert
tips

■

offering concise, clear explanations of all the IB requirements, such as the
assessment objectives of each assessment criterion for the IA, including
checklists and rules on academic honesty

■

demonstrating what is required to obtain the best IA grade for the individual
investigation with advice and tips, including common mistakes to avoid

■

suggesting investigations that might, if modified, form the basis of an
individual investigation

■

making explicit reference to the IB learner profile and the associated
approaches to learning (ATLs) that are central to the IB programme, with
their connections to practical work

■

providing infographics at the beginning of each section which visually display
essential information

■

including exemplars and worked answers and commentary throughout so you
can see the application of ESS principles and concepts

■

testing your comprehension of the skills covered with embedded activity
questions.
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Features of this book
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Features of this book
Key definition
The definitions of essential key terms are provided on the page where they
appear. These are words that you can be expected to know for exams and
practical work. A glossary of other essential terms, highlighted throughout
the text, is given at the end of the book.

Examiner guidance
These tips give you advice that is likely to be in line with IB examiners.
Expert tip

Common mistake

These tips give practical advice that
will help you boost your final grade.

These identify typical mistakes that
candidates make and explain how
you can avoid them.

Worked examples
Some investigative skills require you to carry out mathematical calculations, plot
graphs, and so on. These examples show you how.

■■ ACTIVITY
Suggested outline of possible practice activities, incorporating appropriate IB
command terms.

Ideas for investigations
Ideas for possible investigations.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Ideas about how investigations can link to key environmental issues.

■■ Author profiles
Andrew Davis
Andrew teaches IB Diploma Environmental Systems and Societies (ESS) and
Biology at St Edward’s School, Oxford. He is the author of several IB textbooks,
including Internal Assessment for Biology Skills for success, Biology for the IB
Diploma Study and Revision Guide and Biology for the MYP 4 and 5: By concept. He
is also author of online teaching and learning resources: Biology for the IB Diploma
Teaching and Learning and Biology for the IB MYP 4 and 5 Dynamic Learning.
Garrett Nagle
Garrett teaches IB Diploma Environmental Systems and Societies (ESS) and
Geography at St Edward’s School, Oxford. He is also the author of several IB
textbooks including Geography Course Companion (with Briony Cooke), Geography
Study Guide and Geography IB Prepared (with Anthony Gillett). He has been a
Deputy Chief Examiner, Examiner and Workshop leader for the IB.

■■ Authors’ acknowledgements
Our thanks to Christopher Talbot, formerly of Anglo-Chinese School
(Independent) Singapore, who freely provided material and substantial input
including rigorous editing which significantly improved the text – we are extremely
grateful to him for providing such tremendous support and encouragement
throughout the process. We also wish to thank Dr David Fairley of Overseas Family
School, Singapore, who provided invaluable feedback on all chapters of the book,
and provided the section on coding – his input is greatly appreciated.
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1

ESS skills and concepts

Key concepts
The ESS syllabus is underpinned by the following central concepts:
n

Environmental value systems

n

Equilibrium

n

Sustainability

n

Biodiversity

n

Strategy.

The issues covered by the course, such as resource management, conservation,
pollution, globalization and energy security, are all linked to these key concepts.
These concepts can be seen as ‘lenses’ through which the environmental issues
can be viewed, helping you to make cross-connections between different elements
of the ESS syllabus.
The systems approach is a further concept that is central to the course (see
pages 5–6): it helps you to understand complex and dynamic environmental
issues, allows you to make connections with other subjects, and enables you to
integrate new ideas into what you know already.

Key definitions
System – a set of interrelated
parts and the relationships
between them, which together
constitute an entity or whole.
Environmental value system
(EVS) – a particular worldview
that shapes the way an individual
or group of people perceives and
evaluates environmental issues,
influenced by cultural, religious,
economic and sociopolitical
contexts.

■■ Environmental value systems
An environmental value system (EVS) determines the global perspective of
an individual or group of individuals, the decisions they make and the course
of action they take regarding environmental issues. There is a range of different
EVSs, from ecocentric (a nature-centred EVS) to technocentric (a technologycentred EVS). EVSs determine how individuals and societies respond to
environmental issues. Many different factors determine an EVS (Figure 1.1).
Culture
Parents

Friends

Class

Social
influences

Can be
changed?

Habits

Personal
characteristics

Personal viewpoint

Religion

(determines how an individual acts/feels)
Are ‘hardwired’ (i.e.
difficult to
change)?

Gender

Economic
position

Politics

Age

Knowledge of
the issue

In a position to
act on the issue?
Personal
benefits/costs?
Who is responsible
(e.g. governments or
individuals)?

Optimist/pessimist?

Appraisal of
issue

Education
The media (e.g. TV,
books, films)

Technocentric response
Emotions
(e.g.
concern/anger/
shame)

Behaviour
(e.g. action/no action)
Ecocentric response

Figure 1.1 Factors that determine an environmental value system
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System diagrams

■■ Equilibrium
The concept of equilibrium can help us understand the effect of human actions
on natural systems. Systems have a tendency to return to the original equilibrium,
rather than adopting a new one, following disturbance. Tipping points occur
when there is a dramatic change in the ecological state, away from equilibrium.
They represent points beyond which irreversible change or damage occurs. Such
changes are caused by human population growth and associated factors, such as:
n

resource consumption

n

habitat transformation and fragmentation

n

energy production and consumption

n

climate change.

■■ Sustainability
Sustainability refers to the use of natural resources in a way that does not
reduce or degrade them so that they are available for future generations, and is
central to an understanding of the nature of interactions between environmental
systems and societies. Resource management issues are essentially ones of
sustainability.

■■ Biodiversity
Biodiversity underpins our knowledge of the extent of life on Earth and how
it evolved. Conservation is closely linked to the concept of biodiversity – to
fully appreciate priorities for conservation, the extent of biodiversity needs to be
understood.

5

Key definitions
Equilibrium – a state of balance
among the components of a
system.
Tipping point – a critical
threshold when even a small
change can have dramatic effects
and cause a disproportionately
large response in the overall
system.
Sustainability – the use of
global resources at a rate that
allows natural regeneration
and minimizes damage to the
environment.
Biodiversity – the amount of
biological or living diversity per
unit area. It includes the concepts
of species diversity, habitat
diversity and genetic diversity.
Conservation – the protection of
species and ecosystems.
Strategy – a plan of action to
achieve specific goals.

■■ Strategy
To address environmental issues caused by human actions, clear courses of action
are needed. These will be determined by the EVSs of individuals and societies.
Strategy is the link between evidence and action. For example, when considering
the conservation of biodiversity:
n

Carefully planned strategies are needed to improve the conservation
status of critically endangered species; these strategies need to address the
ecological, socio-political or socio-economic pressures that are impacting on
the species.

n

International conventions provide governments with strategies for conserving
biodiversity.

n

There are different strategies for conservation: in situ conservation preserves
biodiversity in natural habitats (for example, protected areas, safari parks),
while ex situ conservation preserves biodiversity outside natural habitats (for
example, zoos).

Throughout the ESS course you will consider strategies to mitigate or adapt to the
effects of humanity’s impact on the environment.

System diagrams
The environmental issues you study in ESS are, by their very nature, complex.
The subject also links to many disciplines, such as ecology, chemistry, physics,
geology, geography, politics and economics. To fully understand the subject, an
integrative overview of the issues is needed, linking together many different
individual areas of inquiry. The ‘systems approach’ can be used effectively to
make such studies possible and help in the study of complex environmental
issues. A system contains components, interlinked through processes and
interactions, all of which work together to constitute a whole entity. This
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1 ESS skills and concepts
holistic approach allows us to appreciate that environmental systems do not
function in isolation, but interact with other systems. This is in contrast to a
‘reductionist approach’, shown by some areas of traditional science, which tends
to overlook interactions between systems, meaning that a holistic overview is
difficult to achieve. For example, to understand the functioning of a human,
many different systems need to be understood, from the cellular through to
tissues, organs and organ systems.

Key definitions
Flow – a movement of matter,
energy or information between
storages in a system.
Storage – the locations where
matter, energy or information is
held in a system.

Each system has its own flows and storages of matter, energy or information.
Flows are inputs and outputs to the system and movement within it, for
example, energy entering an ecosystem as sunlight, moving along food chains, and
being ultimately released from organisms as heat. Storages are the reservoirs of
matter, energy or information, for example, the trees within a forest ecosystem
that store chemical energy as cellulose and starch, and DNA which stores genetic
information in all organisms.

Input – a flow entering a storage.
Output – a flow leaving a storage.

Precipitation

Systems can be shown as diagrams consisting of storages and flows (Figure 1.2).
System diagrams are drawn using well-established conventions which apply across
all disciplines:

Evaporation

Runoff and
groundwater
Ocean

n

Storages are represented by boxes.

n

Flows are represented by arrows.

n

Arrows represent inputs and outputs from the system.

Figure 1.2 A diagram of an ocean
system, with flows into and out from
the storage (the ocean)

Figure 1.2 shows a simple system diagram to describe oceans.

Common mistake

■■ Transfer and transformation processes

If you are asked in an exam to
construct a diagram of a system, do
not draw a picture. This reduces the
time available for completing the
question. You are expected to draw
diagrams with boxes and arrows,
representing storages and flows. Draw
bold, clear, well-labelled diagrams.

Inputs into and outputs from systems can be transfer or transformation
processes:
n

Transfers are processes that involve a change in location within the system
but no change in state, for example, harvesting of forest products from plant
biomass (Figure 1.3).

n

Transformations lead to the formation of new products (for example,
photosynthesis, which converts carbon dioxide and water, in the presence
of solar energy, into glucose and oxygen) or involve a change in state
(for example, water evaporating from a leaf into the atmosphere by
transpiration – Figure 1.3).

Common mistake
Do not confuse transfers with
transformations. Transfers only
involve a change in location, whereas
transformations involve a change
in state or the formation of new
products.

Photosynthesis
Respiration
Precipitation

Carbon dioxide
and water in
atmosphere

Plant biomass
Transpiration

Consumption

Precipitation

Respiration

Respiration
by microorganisms

Harvesting
Animal biomass
Soil
Death

Forest products
Fall of leaves
and wood

Runoff
Biomass in dead
plants and animals

Decomposition

Figure 1.3 Transfers and transformations in an ecological system. Blue arrows
represent transfers and red arrows represent transformation processes
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System diagrams
Storages and flows can be drawn in proportion, that is, to scale. This quantitative
way of showing information about the system gives extra information and adds
value to models (Figure 1.4).
Temperate forest

Expert tip
When drawing a diagram, include
processes on the input and output
arrows to show the transfers
(blue arrows in Figure 1.3) and
transformations (red arrows in
Figure 1.3) taking place.

Tropical rainforest

Biomass

Biomass

If you have data which indicates the
size of the flows or storages, you are
expected to show these on diagrams
either by drawing boxes and arrows
proportionally (Figure 1.4), or by
including numbers.

Dead
organic matter
Dead
organic matter
Soil

Key definitions

Soil

Greenhouse effect – The natural
process by which greenhouse gases,
especially carbon dioxide, methane
and water vapour, allow shortwave radiation to pass through the
atmosphere, but trap a proportion
of out-going long-wave radiation,
thereby warming the Earth’s
atmosphere.

Figure 1.4 Diagrams showing the major nutrient flows and storages in two
different ecosystems. The size of the boxes and width of the arrows are
proportional to the size of the storages and flows they represent

■■ Using system diagrams to show the effects of

human activity
Figure 1.3 shows storages and flows within an ecosystem. It also shows how timber
is removed from the forest system. From this, the impacts on the rest of the system
can be deduced (for example, reduced plant biomass will lead to reduced
photosynthesis and increased carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere).
System diagrams can be used in this way to show the impact of human activities
on the environment, such as the effect of pollution. Figure 1.5, for example, shows
how increased combustion of fossil fuels has led to increased warming of the Earth
(the enhanced greenhouse effect).

Carbon dioxide
and NO/NO2 in
atmosphere

Extraction

Enhanced greenhouse effect
– increased warming of the Earth
due to accelerated emissions of
greenhouse gases due to human
activities.

Solar radiation
Contribute to

Greenhouse gas
(GHG) layer
Increased IR
absorbed by GHG

Combustion

Extraction
and
processing

Increasing risk of dangerous positive
feedbacks and abrupt, large-scale shifts
in the climate system

Infrared
radiation
re-radiated

Water
shortages
Fossil fuels in
geological
formations, e.g.
coal, crude oil
and natural gas

Melting glaciers
Changes in
agricultural
patterns

UV radiation
emitted

Infrared (IR)
radiation emitted
by the Earth

Cars and other
transport using
fossil fuels

Industrial
facility

7

Environmental
impacts

Increased
warming of
Earth/enhanced
greenhouse effect

The Earth’s
energy budget

Rising intensity of storms, forest fires,
droughts, flooding and heatwaves

Figure 1.5 System diagram showing the causes and effects of climate change
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1 ESS skills and concepts
Ideas for investigations
For any environmental system you are studying, be prepared to draw a system
diagram that shows the effects of changed inputs (including human impacts) on
the rest of the system, including its outputs.
A system diagram would be a good way of summarizing the results of your IA
and indicating possible solutions to the environmental issue you have studied.

■■ ACTIVITIES
1

Construct a system diagram to show the causes and effects of acid rain.

2

List the transfers and transformation processes in the carbon cycle.

Models
A model is a simplified version of reality which is used to improve our
understanding of how systems work and can help predict how they will respond
to change. Computer models use current and past data to generate future
predictions. All models have strengths and limitations, and inevitably involve
some simplification and loss of accuracy. Some models are complex, such as the
computer models that predict the effect of climate change. Diagrammatic models
(such as the water, carbon and nitrogen cycles) can help visualize the flows, stores
and linkages that make up complex systems. System diagrams (see pages 5–6) can
be considered models, as they show simplified versions of reality that can be used
to indicate interactions and interrelationships within a system.
There are many advantages of using models. They help scientists make predictions
about what will happen if there are changes to system inputs, outputs, or storages.
Moreover, models allow inputs to be changed and outcomes examined without
having to wait a long time (as we would have to if studying real events). In
addition, they allow results to be shown to other scientists and to the public and
can be easier to understand than detailed information about the whole system.

Key definitions
Model – a simplified version of
a system. It shows the flows and
storages as well as the structure
and workings.
Prediction – the expected change
in the dependent variable due to a
causal change in the independent
variable.

However, models have limitations too. For example, environmental factors can be
very complex with many interrelated components; it may be therefore impossible to
take all variables fully into account. Unfortunately, if models are used to provide a
simplified representation of reality then they may become less accurate as predictive
tools. For example, there are a great many complex factors involved in the operation
of atmospheric systems and flows within the carbon cycle. As a result, some climate
change sceptics have criticized the models used by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) on the grounds of validity (their argument being that the
processes and issues are so complex that any attempt at modelling is likely to result
in potentially oversimplified and therefore flawed findings).
Different models may show varying effects and outcomes despite using the same
input data. For example, competing models used to predict the effect of climate
change can provide contrasting results, and the levels of uncertainty tend to
increase the further into the future we look. Moreover, any model is only as
good as the data inputs used, and some information may not be reliable in the
first place. For example, estimates of the total number of species on Earth are
based on mathematical models and vary considerably; issues with identification
and classification combined with a lack of finance for scientific research result
in many habitats and groups being significantly under-recorded, resulting in
unreliable models. Models also rely on the expertise and impartiality of the
people making them. Different people may interpret models in varying ways,
and so come to different conclusions. People who would gain from the results of
particular models or predictions may exhibit bias by using them to their own
advantage.

458239_01_IA_Env_Sys_IBD_002-024.indd 8

Expert tip
The need for models to summarize
complex systems requires
approximation techniques to be
used; these can lead to loss of
information and oversimplification.
A model inevitably involves some
approximation and therefore loss of
accuracy. The advantage of models
is that they can clearly illustrate links
between parts of the system and
give a clear overview of complex
interrelationships.
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Models
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Global mean surface temperature (GMST) change (°C)

Figure 1.6 shows two different climate change pathways modelled by the IPCC. In
each case, a range of temperature rises is shown, with differing implications for life
on Earth. The global mean surface temperature (GMST) rise prediction for a high
emissions scenario varies from 3 °C to 5 °C. This partly reflects the uncertainty
around the strength and timing of possible positive feedback loops linked with
Arctic permafrost thawing.
Temperature
6

Key
Highest scenario
Lowest scenario
Range

4

2
Range
0

–2
1950

2000

2050

2100

Year

Figure 1.6 Two future pathways modelled by the IPCC

Examples of models you will meet in ESS:
n

biogeochemical cycles, such as the carbon, water and nitrogen cycles (other
cycles include sulphur and phosphorus – not currently studied in the ESS
syllabus)

n

feeding relationships in ecosystems, modelled as, for example, food chains,
food webs and ecological pyramids

n

energy transformations along food chains, used to model the first and second
laws of thermodynamics (the principle of conservation of energy and the
inefficiency of energy transfer, respectively) – see Figure 1.7 below

n

soil profile diagrams to represent the soil system – see Figure 1.8 on the next page

n

global climate models – see Figure 1.6 above

n

age–gender pyramids and demographic transition models (DTM)

n

ecological footprints

n

ecosystem modelling (mesocosms or bottle experiments)

n

models of sustainability such as maximum sustainable yield.
Heat
Solar
radiation

Producers

Heat
Herbivores

Decomposers

Heat
Carnivores

Heat
Top
carnivores

Heat

Figure 1.7 Model showing the transfers and transformations of energy as it
flows through an ecosystem. Arrows showing flows of energy vary in width,
proportional to the amount of energy being transferred
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O

Leaf fall and
nutrient cycling

A
Soil horizons

Eluviation
leaching
E

Humification,
degradation,
and
mineralization

Lessivage
Salinization Gleying
(in arid areas)

B
C

Ferralization
(in tropical areas)
Calcification (in
grassland areas)
Weathering of bedrock

Gleying
(waterlogging)

Figure 1.8 A soil profile diagram modelling transfers and transformations in
soil. The soil profile shows distinct soil horizons – these include O (organic
horizon), A (mixed mineral/organic horizon), E (eluvial or leached horizon),
B (illuvial or deposited horizon) and C (bedrock or parent material). Transfers
of material (including deposition) result in reorganization of the soil.
Transformations include decomposition, weathering and nutrient cycling

Mathematical skills
■■ SI units
An international agreement was reached in 1960 that specified units for use in
scientific measurements. These units are called SI units (after the French Système
International d’Unités). The system is used worldwide to improve communication
and to ensure that standard methods are employed. Measurements in the sciences
are usually recorded using SI units. The SI system has specified base units from
which all other units are derived. These base units, such as kilogram (for mass)
and metre (for length), can be modified using prefixes, such as kilo- and milli(see below), to divide or multiply the base units by factors of ten.
The main SI units used in biological sciences (quantity, unit, and SI unit
symbol) are:
n

length – metre (m)

n

mass – kilogram (kg)

n

time – second (s)

n

temperature – degrees Celsius (°C)*

n

force – newton (N)

n

pressure – pascal (Pa)

n

energy – joule (J)

n

volume – litre (l)+

n

amount of a substance – mole (mol).

Expert tip
Here are some general rules when
applying SI units:
• Units are always spelt beginning
with a lowercase letter, for
example, metre. This is also the
case when they are named after a
scientist, for example, joule.
• Units are always expressed in
the singular not the plural, for
example, 2 min not 2 mins. (Note:
This is the case when using the
unit symbol, but not when reading
the quantity out loud, for example,
5 kg is correct but this is read as
5 kilograms).
• There should be a space between
the value and its symbol, for
example, 5.00 kg not 5.00kg.
• Use the negative exponent (–1)
when expressing units rather than
using a forward slash, for example,
m s–1 not m/s.

* The

kelvin (K) is the correct SI unit for temperature, but is rarely used in biology
and environmental science, where degrees Celsius is more common.
+

Volume should, strictly speaking, be measured in cubic metres, m3, not litres
(1 l ≈ 1 dm3), however, the litre is more useful in biological sciences and so is
widely used.

458239_01_IA_Env_Sys_IBD_002-024.indd 10
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rather than the unit ml.
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■■ Derived SI units
The SI base units can be used to derive the units of other quantities. In each
case, an equation is used to define the derived quantity, substituting the
appropriate base units. For example, speed is calculated by dividing distance by
time, and so the SI unit for speed is the SI unit for distance (metres) divided
by the SI unit for time, that is, m s–1 (metres per second). Other units of
measurements include:
n

concentration – g l–1 (or mol l–1/mol dm–3); for a very low concentration of
a solution, ‘parts per million’ is used (ppm), where one gram in 1000 ml is
1000 ppm and one thousandth of a gram (0.001 g) in 1000 ml is 1 ppm

n

rate of reaction – mol l–1 s–1, that is, change in concentration/change in time
(or any other measure of progress/any unit of time). If gases are involved,
cm3 s–1 or dm3 s–1 may be used. If g min–1 are measured (that is, change in mass
over time) this is not strictly speaking the rate of reaction, but is proportional
to the rate of reaction

n

energy flux – J m–2 s–1

n

mass flow – kg s–1

n

surface tension – N m–1

n

frequency – temporal frequency (for example, s–1) and spatial frequency
(for example, m–1)

n

productivity – mass or energy per unit area (or volume) per unit time, that
is, m–2 y–1 or J m–2 y–1. Productivity is the rate of generation of biomass in an
ecosystem (see Chapter 2, page 36). Because it is measured over long periods of
time, a non-SI unit, year, is generally used for time.

Some measurements, such as logarithmic functions and absorbances, have no
units. The pH scale, for example, is logarithmic. A logarithmic scale compresses
the range of values, and gives more space to smaller values while compressing the
range available for the larger values. Each cycle on the scale increases by a power
of 10: for example, in the first cycle, values would be 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., whereas in
the second cycle they would be 10, 20, 30, 40, and so on, and in the third cycle
100, 200, 300, 400, etc. See Chapter 14, page 161, for further information about
logarithmic scales and how they are plotted.

Common mistake
When referring to units of
temperature, never use the term
‘centigrade’. The correct unit of
measurement is degrees Celsius.

Examiner guidance
Imperial units such as feet, pounds
and inches are still used routinely
in agriculture and forestry in the
United States. They should be
converted to SI units.

Expert tip
For some ecology investigations, units
of temporal frequency (for example, s–1)
or spatial frequency (for example, m–1)
are more appropriate than units of time
or distance.

Expert tip
Absorbance is a logarithmic function
and so does not have a unit.

Expert tip
Quantities that represent ratios of two values, such as absorbance, do not have
units. Both pH and absorbance are unit-less since they are logarithmic functions
(pH = – log10 [H+(aq)]; absorbance = log10 (Io/I)), and logarithms are always pure
numbers which have no units.
Photosynthetic efficiency (and other measures of ecological efficiency) also does
not have units. This is calculated by dividing the incident radiation (converted to
NPP – see page 36) by total incident radiation and multiplying this number by
100, that is:
incident radiation converted to NPP
total incident radiation

× 100

Expert tip
The fact that pH is logarithmic (to
the base 10) means that pH 6.0 is
10 times more acidic than pH 7.0;
natural rainwater at pH 5.5 is
approximately 30 times more acidic
than distilled water at pH 7.0. Acid
rain is frequently more than 20 times
more acidic than natural rainwater.

Examiner guidance
For logarithms, retain in the mantissa (the number to the right of the
decimal point in the logarithm) the same number of significant figures
as there are in the number whose logarithm you are taking. For example:
log(12.8) = 1.107. The mantissa is .107 and has 3 significant figures because
12.8 has 3 significant figures.
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■■ Non-SI units
Some measurements do not use SI units. Some of these have already been
explored (such as volume measurement in litres and temperature measurement in
degrees Celsius). Other non-SI units are shown in Table 1.1.
Quantity

Non-SI unit

Unit symbol

Conversion factor/use

energy

calorie

cal

1 cal = 4.184 J

mass

tonne

t

1 t = 103 kg

area

hectare

ha

1 ha = 100 m × 100 m (that is, 10 000 m2)

light intensity lux

lx

1 lx = 1 lm m –2 (lumen per square metre)

cells per
sample

colony forming
unit

cfu

estimating the number of viable
bacteria or fungal cells in a sample

time

minute

min

1 min = 60 s

hour

h

1 h = 3600 s

day

d

1 d = 86 400 s

year

yr

1 yr = ca. 31 557 600 s (31.6 ms)

millibar

mbar or mb

1 mbar = 100 Pa

millimetre of
mercury

mmHg

1 mmHg = 133.322 Pa

knot

kn

1 kn = one nautical mile per hour
= 1.852 kmh –1

pressure

speed

Expert tip
SI units should be used for recording
all units except where non-SI units
are in common usage. Examples
of non-SI units that may be more
appropriate (depending on context)
in many ecological and forestry
measurements are ha rather than m2,
and year rather than second. Tree
diameter will generally be recorded in
cm rather than m.

Table 1.1 Non-SI units

The energy content of dried foods, biomass or fuels is usually expressed in either
kilojoules or kilocalories per unit mass or per unit volume. A calorie (cal) is the
amount of heat energy required to heat one gram of water through one degree
Celsius. 1 calorie = 4.184 J. A kilocalorie (kcal or Cal) is a unit of energy of one
thousand calories.

■■ Scientific notation
Numbers in science are often extremely large or extremely small. Consider
the mass of a tobacco mosaic virus and the mass of the Sun, for example.
They can be written as: 0.000000000000000000000000068 kilograms and
1 989 100 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 kilograms, respectively.
However, this notation uses many zeros and so there is a possibility of making a
mistake when writing a value. Scientific notation is a way of expressing large and
small numbers while avoiding lots of zeros. It uses the form:
N × 10n
where N is a number between 1 and 10 and n is the exponent or the power to
which 10 is raised. So in scientific notation, the mass of a tobacco mosaic virus
can be written as 6.8 × 10−26 kg and the mass of the Sun as 1.9891 × 1030 kg.
As the definition implies and the following examples show, any number – not just
large or small numbers – can be expressed in scientific notation:
97 400 = 9.74 × 104
106.8 = 1.068 ×

102

10 = 1 × 101
0.0029 = 2.9 × 10−3
0.005810 = 5.810 × 10−3
Scientific notation is not merely a more convenient way of expressing numbers, it
makes it easier to track significant figures.
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0.02 m, and 3.72 MPa instead of
3 720 000 Pa.
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Standard prefixes can be used to record large or very small numbers:
For large numbers:
103 = kilo (k) – for example, kilometre (km)

Common mistake

106 = mega (M) – for example, megametre (Mm)

When recording units of time,
never use ‘sec’ – the correct unit for
seconds is ‘s’.

109 = giga (G) – for example, gigametre (Gm)
1012 = tera (T) – for example, teragram (Tg)
For small numbers:

Common mistake

10–3 = milli (m) – for example, millilitre (ml)

The prefixes ‘deci’ (d, 10 –1) and ‘centi’
(c, 10 –2), for example, dm (decimetre)
and cm (centimetre), do not follow
the ‘thousands rule’ (see Expert
tip box on page 12) and so cause
confusion. They should be avoided.

10–6 = micro (µ) – for example, micrometre (µm)
10–9 = nano (n) – for example, nanometre (nm)
10–12 = pico (p) – for example, picometre (pm)
Figure 1.9 shows the importance of prefixes when referring to different levels of scale.
Macroscale
1m

1m

Microscale

Nanoscale

1 × 10–1 m 1 × 10–2 m 1 × 10–3 m 1 × 10–4 m 1 × 10–5 m 1 × 10–6 m 1 × 10–7 m 1 × 10–8 m 1 × 10–9 m 1 × 10–10 m 1 × 10–11 m 1 × 10–12 m

1 dm

10 mm

Honey bee

1 mm

Frog egg

100 µm

10 µm

Animal and
plant cells

1 µm

100 nm

10 nm

Bacterial cell

1 nm

100 pm

1 pm

Hydrogen atom

Virus

Droplets in an oil
in water emulsion

10 pm

C – H bond
length

Protein
molecule
Penicillin molecule

Copper atom

Figure 1.9 Units of distance from large scale (macroscale) to very small scale
(nanoscale)

■■ ACTIVITIES
3

Write the following numbers in scientific notation:
1002, 54, 6 926 300 000, –393, 0.00361 and –0.0038.

4

Write the following numbers in ordinary notation:
1.93 × 103, 3.052 × 101, –4.29 × 102, 6.261 × 106 and 9.513 × 10 –8.

5

What is the name given to the unit that equals
a

10 –9 gram

b 10 –6 second
6

c

10 –3 metre?

a

What decimal fraction of a second is a picosecond (ps)?

b Express the measurement 4.0 × 103 m using a prefix to replace the
power of ten.
c

Use standard exponential notation to express 4.56 mg in grams.

Expert tip
Where appropriate, units for time can
include seconds (s), minutes (min),
hours (h), days (d) and years (y). For
example, in ecological investigations,
longer timescales might be more
appropriate than seconds. Do not
record data using a mixture of units,
such as minutes and seconds, for
example, 5 min 2 s.

■■ Concept of significant figures
The number of significant figures (sf) in a numerical result is an indication of
the accepted error in a measurement. The result of a calculation that involves
measured values cannot be more certain than the least certain of the data that are
used. Therefore, the result should contain the same number of significant figures
as the measurement that has the smallest number of significant figures.
The following rules should be applied to establish the number of sf in a number:
n

Zeros between digits are significant. For example, 2006 g has four significant
figures.

n

Zeros to the left of the first non-zero digit are not significant (even when there is
a decimal point in the number). For example, 0.005 g has one significant figure.
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When a number with a decimal point ends in zeros to the right of the decimal
point, these zeros are significant. For example, 2.0050 g has five significant
figures.

n

When a number with no decimal point ends in several zeros, these zeros may
or may not be significant. The number of significant figures should then be
stated or the number should be written in scientific notation (standard form).
For example, 30 000 g (to 3 sf) means that the mass has been measured to the
nearest 100, while 30 000 g (to 4 sf) means that the mass has been measured to
the nearest 10.

n

When significant figures are used as an implicit way of indicating uncertainty, the
last digit is considered uncertain. For example, a result reported as 1.23 implies a
minimum uncertainty of ±0.01 (or a maximum uncertainty of ±0.05) and a range
of 1.22 to 1.24. Figure 1.10 shows the concept of uncertainty, which is explored in
more detail later in this book (pages 162–164).

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Figure 1.10 A magnified thermometer scale showing a temperature of
18.7 °C: the last digit is uncertain

■■ ACTIVITY
7

State and explain the number of significant figures in the following
measurements:
14.44, 9 000, 3 000.0, 1.046, 0.26 and 6.02 × 1023.

Expert tip
Placeholder zeros can be removed
by converting numbers to scientific
notation. For example, 2 000 may
have anywhere from one to four
sf, but by writing the number in
scientific notation the number of sf is
made explicit; for example, by writing
the number as 2.00 × 103 it is made
clear that it has 3 sf.

Expert tip
30–300 rule
This rule is used to determine how
accurately to measure a variable. The
number of significant digits should be
such that there are 30 to 300 units
(approximately) between the largest
and smallest measurement. For
example, when measuring sardine
lengths that range between 4 and
8 cm, there are only 4 cm between
the largest and smallest values.
The degree of accuracy that 1 cm
intervals provides is not adequate. If
the sardines are measured in 0.1 cm
between 4.0 and 8.0 cm, there are
40 units of 0.1 cm between the
largest and smallest values.

Examiner guidance
For multiple calculations, just follow the order: first logarithms and
exponents, then multiplication and division, and finally addition and
subtraction. When parentheses are used, do the operations inside the
parentheses first.

■■ Rounding off significant figures
Sometimes it is necessary to round off, to give the correct number of significant
figures.
n

A digit of 5 or larger rounds up.

n

A digit smaller than 5 rounds down.

The number 350.99 rounded to:
4 sf is 351.0
3 sf is 351
2 sf is 350
1 sf is 400
Notice that when rounding you only look at the one figure beyond the number of
figures to which you are rounding, that is, to round to three significant figures you
only look at the fourth figure.
Rounding depends on the number of significant figures allowed by the accuracy of
the initial measurements.
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far more significant figures than the
measurements justify and you will
lose marks for this under the Analysis
and Communication criterion of
your IA.
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■■ ACTIVITY
8

Report the following numbers to three significant figures:
654.389, 65.4389, 654 389, 56.7688 and 0.03542210.

Measurement: area, volume,
mass and temperature
■■ Area
The metre (m) is the SI base unit of length. Area is measured in squared units of
length (m2), and so is a two-dimensional measurement.

■■ Volume
Volume is the space occupied by an object. The volume of a cube is given by
its length cubed, that is, length3, and so is a three-dimensional measurement.
This means that the SI base unit of volume is the cubic metre (m3) – that is,
the volume of a cube that is 1 m on each edge. Smaller units, such as cubic
centimetres, cm3, are often used in biology. A litre (l) is equivalent to a cubic
decimetre, dm3. As discussed above, the litre is not a standard SI unit, but is
frequently used in biological studies.

Expert tip
When measuring pure water, the SI
system offers an easy and common
conversion from volume (litre) to
mass (gram): 1 ml ≈ 1 cm3 ≈ 1 g.
‘Approximately equal’ (≈) signs are
used because the density of water
varies with temperature – it has
maximum density of 1 g cm –3 at 4 °C.

n

1000 millilitres (ml) = 1 litre

Expert tip

n

Each millilitre is approximately the same volume as a cubic centimetre:
1 ml ≈ 1 cm3.

The volume of a solid object can be
measured by water displacement.
Water is put into a beaker, measuring
cylinder or other glassware with a
graduated measuring scale. The initial
volume of water is recorded. The
object is submerged in the water –
the volume of the contents rises. The
level of the meniscus of the water is
read and the volume recorded. The
volume of the object is calculated by
subtracting the original volume from
the final volume.

Various devices are available to transfer and deliver, or measure, a volume of liquid
or solution:
n

A pipette can be used to extract and deliver volumes of liquid or solution.
They are used to transfer small volumes, typically 25 ml or less.
A suction bulb draws fluid into the pipette.
The mouth should never be used to suck fluid into a pipette.
Markings on a graduated pipette allow precise measurement of the volume
of a liquid or solution.

n

A graduated cylinder or measuring cylinder can be used to measure volumes.
Reading too low

They are used to measure larger volumes, or when the precision of the
measurement is less critical.
The measurement should always be taken from the bottom of the meniscus
(the interface between the water and air – it is curved because of surface
tension and the adhesion of water to the sides of the cylinder) – see Figure
1.11. Parallax error occurs when there is a displacement or difference in
the apparent position of an object viewed along two different lines of sight.
Care should be taken to remove as much of the liquid or solution from
the measuring cylinder as possible, although there will always be some
remaining (a limitation of this technique).
n

Burettes can also be used to measure volumes of liquid or solution.
They are similar to a graduated cylinder but have a stopcock at the bottom.
They can be used to transfer liquids but are mainly used in titrations.
The flow of liquid is controlled using the stopcock – it can be left completely
open to allow a continuous flow or set to release one drop at a time.
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reading

Reading too high

Figure 1.11 Parallax error with a
measuring cylinder

Expert tip
When measuring the liquid in a
graduated measuring cylinder, the
meniscus should be read with eyes
level with the meniscus. Read the
volume at the lowest level.
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Expert tip
As well as measuring volumes,
parallax error must also be considered
when using a ruler (see Figure 1.12).

7

8

9

10

Figure 1.12 Parallax error when reading a metre ruler

■■ Mass
The kilogram (kg) is the SI base unit of mass. Electronic balances are usually used
to record the mass of an object.
n

Before making any measurements, clean the weighing pan gently with a soft brush.

n

Zero the balance, so it indicates ‘0 g’ (zero grams).

n

Measure the mass of an object by placing it in the centre of the weighing pan.

n

Take care to ensure the balance is zeroed between each measurement.

n

Hot samples should be cooled to room temperature because heat creates
convection currents that cause the mass displayed to be unreliable.

n

Some balances have doors that need to be shut, to ensure air movement does
not affect measurements.

n

Use an analytical balance to record the mass of live animal specimens – these
balances often have a draft shield to prevent air currents from interfering with
the measurement.

■■ Temperature
Temperature is a measure of
the average kinetic energy
of molecules in a system. In
your practicals you will likely
measure temperature using
a thermometer calibrated in
degrees Celsius (°C). The
Celsius scale is based on water
freezing at 0 °C and boiling
at 100 °C at 1 atm pressure.
Digital thermometers are the
most accurate, and safest,
way of recording temperature
(Figure 1.13).

Expert tip
‘Heat’ and ‘temperature’ are often
used interchangeably, but they are
actually different, although closely
related, concepts. Temperature is
a measure of the average kinetic
energy of molecular motion in a
substance whereas heat is the total
energy of molecular motion in a
substance. Temperature is measured
in degrees Celsius; heat is measured
in joules.

Expert tip
Degrees Celsius (°C) and degrees
Fahrenheit (°F) can be interconverted
using the formula

Figure 1.13 A digital
thermometer being used to
record soil temperature
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Data collection
■■ Sketch maps and diagrams
A sketch map is a summary of the main features of a more detailed map, or it may
just be drawn from personal observation from a good vantage point. It may in
fact be a combination of both of these elements. Because it is a map there will be
reference to both scale and direction.
Personal observations or perceptions may form an important element of a
coursework investigation or other types of inquiry. As an ESS student you are
expected to be observant. Sketch maps and diagrams are a very good way of
recording what you have seen and are a good way to develop observation skills.

A379

Slapton Wood

Slapton

Field sketches are a very important primary data collection tool. A field sketch is
a hand-drawn summary of an environment you are studying. In both urban and
rural environments, field sketching is a very useful way of recording the most
important aspects of a landscape and noting the relationships between elements
of such landscapes. However, most of the field sketches that appear in books are
of physical environments. The action of stopping for a period of time to sketch
the landscape in front of you will often reveal details which may not have been
apparent from a quicker look.
Figure 1.14 is an example of a good field sketch. With careful and selective
annotation, this sketch highlights the important geographical features of the
landscape. Key features should be clearly labelled and annotated, but make
sure that your sketch map is not too cluttered. This will detract from the really
important details. Look for specific, small-scale features and larger more general
features. The accurate use of arrows to pinpoint key features is important.
A good field sketch will be viewed as a higher-level technique by your ESS
coursework moderator.
You do not need a high level of artistic ability to produce a good field sketch. What
is important is that your drawing is clear and that your annotations give good,
but brief, description and explanation. However, if you still feel uncomfortable
about drawing a field sketch then an annotated photograph is the best alternative
(see pages 18–19). The main advantage of a field sketch over a photograph is that
in a field sketch you can omit detail that you feel is not relevant to your inquiry.
Figure 1.15 summarizes the most important aspects of a good annotated sketch
map or diagram.

Higher
Ley

English
Channel
Slapton Sands
shingle ridge

France
Wood

North

0

500
m

A379

Lower
Ley

Torcross

Key
Scrub
Marsh
Reeds
Wood
Footpath

 Figure 1.14 Field sketch map of
Slapton Ley

Cliffs of Moher – a major tourist honeypot site

Many
tourists
present
Muddy
path

Large ponds/puddles
formed on
compacted soil

Atlantic
Ocean
Some
vegetation
at the edge
of the path

Vegetation destroyed
Compacted soil

Retaining
wall for
safety

Second
eroded
path with
stones
placed to
enable
walking

Figure 1.15 An example of a sketch diagram, showing severe soil erosion at
the Cliffs of Moher, County Clare, Ireland
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■■ Key points
n Use a pencil for your drawing so that you can make changes easily and quickly.
n

Show clear boundaries in all directions.

n

Ensure that your map or diagram is large enough to show all necessary detail
and can comfortably accommodate the annotations you are going to add.

n

Include a clear and accurate title which refers to the location of the map or
diagram.

n

Where appropriate, refer to direction and scale.

n

Annotations should be clearly and neatly presented in short, sharp sentences
which are mainly descriptive but may also offer some brief explanation.

n

For a sketch diagram it might be useful to pinpoint the sketch site on a
location map.

n

Refer clearly to your map or diagram in the text by giving it a figure number,
for example, ‘Figure 2 is a sketch map of Lulworth Cove’.

■■ ACTIVITIES
9

What is a field sketch?

10 Find a good example of an annotated sketch map in one of your textbooks
or in a book from the library. Explain why your selection is a particularly
good example.

■■ Annotated photographs
Annotated photographs should be seen as complementing field sketches rather
than being just an alternative to them. Like field sketches, good, fully annotated
photographs are regarded as a higher-level skill. Always record the precise
location and the conditions of the photographs you take. This should include
grid reference, the direction the photograph was taken in, weather conditions
and time of day. Such information will make annotation quicker and easier in
the long run, as the annotation you complete in the field may be rather brief
because of time limitations, and you will want to elaborate on this when you get
back to school.
Often photographs are taken when a field sketch is impractical because of a lack
of time, or due to other circumstances such as high winds, or when the subject
matter is fast-moving or short-lived such as different types of traffic movements.
Attempts to capture dramatic events and unusual light conditions favour
photographs over the alternatives. Photographs are also clearly preferable when
group work is taking place and when field equipment is being used. It would be
difficult for most people to capture these images in a field sketch. When trying
to present evidence to justify conclusions you have drawn, a photograph may
provide the accuracy and detail that cannot be obtained from a field sketch.
An annotated photograph shows your key perceptions about a location you have
visited during fieldwork. A series of such photographs might show how:
n

the type and quality of housing varies in an inner city or suburban area

n

a river and its valley change from source to mouth

n

a beach varies in profile from one end to another

n

a greenfield site is gradually developed.

As with sketches and diagrams, annotations should be in the form of short,
sharp sentences. Moderate abbreviation is fine providing the meaning of the
comment remains clear. Some annotations will be just descriptive, but where
the opportunity arises some explanation should also be included. Annotation
can be most effective when the photograph is placed on the page in landscape
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format, which will allow more space for annotations on all four sides. As with
field sketches, a series of annotated photographs could form a very effective part
of your analysis. You should look to correlate annotated photographs with the
tables and graphs showing your data analysis. Photographs are also useful to
show how you carried out surveys and field measurements. They can show that
you really know how to use equipment, such as a flow meter or a clinometer.
Figure 1.16 is an example of an annotated photograph of part of an out-of-town
retail unit.
Large residential area providing
customer base and labour supply for the
supermarket

Dual carriageway linking the ruralurban fringe with the centre of
the urban area

N

The ruralurban fringe
with farmland
adjacent to
urban housing

Residential
suburbs
comprising
detached and
semi-detached
houses

Large roundabout indicating a
major road intersection

Retail complex

Figure 1.16 An example of an annotated photograph

■■ Questionnaires
The questionnaire is a very useful technique for investigating patterns, trends
and attitudes. It is often used to complement information obtained by other
techniques such as observation. Questionnaire surveys involve both setting
questions and obtaining answers. The questions are pre-planned and set out on a
specially prepared form.

Key definition
Questionnaire – a document
that asks the same questions of all
individuals in a sample.

The questionnaire survey is probably the most widely used method to obtain
primary data in human geography. In the wider world questionnaires are used
for a variety of purposes, including market research by manufacturing and retail
companies, and to test public opinion prior to political elections.
Questionnaires may contain:
n

closed questions with a fixed choice of answers to generate data for easy
analysis

n

open questions with space to give answers for more detailed, individual
answers

n

scale questions.
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One of the most important decisions is how many questionnaires you are
going to issue. The general rules to follow here are similar to those for
sampling. Remember, if you have too few questionnaire results, you will not be
able to draw reliable conclusions. For most types of study, 25 questionnaires
is probably the minimum you would need in order to draw reasonable
conclusions. On the other hand, it is unlikely you would have time for more
than 100 unless you were collecting data as part of a group.
A good questionnaire:
n

has a limited number of questions that take no more than a few minutes to
answer

n

is clearly set out so that the questioner can move quickly from one question
to the next. People do not like to be kept waiting; the careful use of tick
boxes can help to meet this objective

n

is carefully worded so that the respondents are clear about the meaning of
each question

n

follows a logical sequence so that respondents can see ‘where the
questionnaire is going’ – if a questionnaire is too complicated and longwinded people may decide to stop halfway through

n

avoids questions that are too personal

n

begins with the quickest questions to answer and leaves the longer/more
difficult questions to the end

n

reminds the questioner to thank respondents for their cooperation.

The disadvantages of questionnaires are:
n

The response rate may be lower than you anticipate. Many people may not
want to cooperate for a variety of reasons. Some people will simply be too
busy, others may be uneasy about talking to strangers, while some people
may be concerned about the possibility of identity theft.

n

Research has indicated that people do not always provide accurate
answers in surveys. Some people are tempted to give the answer that they
think the questioner wants to hear or the answer they think reflects well
on them.

n

Questionnaires are not suitable for investigating long, complex issues.

As with other forms of data collection, it is advisable to carry out a brief pilot
survey first. It could be that some words or questions you find easy to understand
cause problems for some people. Amending the questionnaire in the light of the
pilot survey before you begin the survey proper will make everything go much
more smoothly. The Worked example on pages 21–22 shows the difference
between a good, carefully constructed questionnaire and a much less effective
one that was prepared quickly.

■■ Delivering the questionnaire

Expert tip
Do not work on your own even if
you are working on an individual
ESS project; work in small groups
when carrying out questionnaires or
interviews, or at least have one of
your classmates visible. Always carry a
mobile phone.

There are three options:
n

Approach people in the street or in another public place.

n

Knock on people’s doors.

n

Post questionnaires to people. With this approach you could either collect
the questionnaire later or enclose a stamped addressed envelope. The latter
method is costly and experience shows that response rates are rarely above
30%. Another disadvantage is that you will be unable to ask for clarification if
some responses are unclear.
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Worked example
Two questionnaires: one good and one bad
Location:

Time:

Date:

Day of the week:

Weather conditions:
Male/Female

Age: under 25 years / 26–50 years / over 50 years

1 How did you travel here today?
public transport / car / bicycle / motorbike / on foot
2 On a scale of 1–5 (1 being poor and 5 being best), how do you rate air quality here?
1/2/3/4/5
3 On a scale of 1–5 (1 being least and 5 being most), which of the following have an impact on air quality in this area?
vehicles

1/2/3/4/5

factories

1/2/3/4/5

power stations

1/2/3/4/5

residential areas

1/2/3/4/5

4(a) Are you aware of any schemes to improve air quality?
yes

no

4(b) If yes, please explain.

5 What measures, if any, do you think should be undertaken to improve air quality here?

Table 1.2 Questionnaire 1

■■ ACTIVITIES
11 Identify the type of question in questions 1, 3 and 5.
12 Outline two ways in which the questionnaire could be improved.
13 Suggest how many people should answer the questionnaire to make the results reliable.
14 Suggest, and justify, an appropriate location to undertake the questionnaire.
15 Outline an appropriate strategy to choose the sample to answer the questionnaire.
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The environmental impact of a proposed housing development
A new housing development of 350 homes is proposed for the south-east edge of the town.
1 Outline the ways in which this proposed development will harm the environment.

2 Explain why air quality will decline
(a) in the short term

(b) in the long term

3 Explain why the new development will lead to a decline in biodiversity.

4 Describe how the new development would have a negative impact on your way of life.

5 Do you think this development is good for the local environment?

Table 1.3 Questionnaire 2

■■ ACTIVITIES
16 Classify the questions into open, closed and scale.
17 Explain why this is an example of a poor questionnaire.
18 Explain why it would be difficult to analyse the results from this questionnaire.
19 Outline ways in which it would be possible to collect more reliable and accurate data (in a questionnaire) on the
views of local residents on a proposed development in their home area.

■■ Interviews
Interviews are more detailed interactions than questionnaires. They will
generally involve talking to a relatively small number of people. For example, a
study of an industrial estate might involve interviews with the directors of six
different companies if you were trying to find out why companies chose to locate
on the estate. An interview is more of a discussion than a questionnaire, although
you should still have a pre-planned question sheet. Interviews enable you to ask
open-ended questions that create more in-depth data sets than those afforded by
questionnaires. Interviews are thus more likely to produce unexpected responses
than questionnaires.
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Key definition
Interview – a method of data
collection that consists of a series
of pre-planned oral questions by
the interviewer and oral responses
by the research participant.
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A good interview will be based on preparatory stages similar to those for a
questionnaire. As the number of people interviewed will be relatively small, it
is even more important to be able to justify your choice of sample. If you are
investigating a controversial issue where there are three obvious interest groups, you
will need to ensure that your interviews give equal coverage to each group. It can
be a good idea to record interviews, but you should ask the interviewee’s permission
first. It might be the case that a potential respondent may not be able to offer a
face-to-face interview, but is instead willing to offer the opportunity of a telephone
interview. This should not present a problem, although it will be important to state
that this was a telephone interview in your analysis, and to note any limitations that
this mode of communication created compared to your face-to-face interviews.

Safety
Practical work and your IA report must contain a risk assessment. The three main
parts of a risk assessment are:
n

hazard identification: identifying safety and health hazards associated with
practical work (see page 24 for diagrams indicating risk factors associated
with chemicals)

n

risk evaluation: assessing the risks involved

n

risk control: using risk control measures to eliminate hazards or reduce risks.

All fieldwork has potential dangers, even when carried out in a familiar location.
An initial survey of the area to be studied may well reveal any potential hazards or
dangers before starting the ESS investigation. Common-sense precautions should
always be taken, no matter how low the risk appears.
Hazards and risks associated with fieldwork include:
n

Terrain, which refers to how the land lies. Variations in terrain may include
uneven surfaces, flat areas, hills and steep gradients. It is important to select
appropriate shoes.

n

Weather conditions can change very quickly in the field. A weather
forecast should be consulted before setting out, and appropriate clothing,
footwear and supplies selected. In extreme weather, fieldwork may have to be
postponed or abandoned.

n

Areas where fieldwork is carried out can often be isolated. It is essential you
ensure that your school and parents who are not going into the field know the
route and your expected time of return.

n

Tides can change very quickly. Tide tables should be consulted before setting
out. Do not attempt to work on very exposed coasts where unpredictable
waves can easily sweep a person off the rocks.

Expert tip
A full risk assessment must be carried
out and teacher approval given
before embarking on any practical
investigation.

Your ESS teacher will advise you of the required clothes and equipment before you
undertake an investigation. He or she will also brief students before entering the
location to carry out the ESS investigation. However, some good safety advice for
any fieldwork includes:
n

Warm waterproof clothing should be worn in case of heavy rain. Wear suitable
protective footwear to suit the type of habitat you are working in, and wear
sunblock and a hat if you are working in sunny conditions.

n

Some habitats, such as mountains and tropical rainforests, pose special problems,
and work in these habitats must be closely supervised. Particular care and
precautions should also be taken when sampling from costal or inland water.

n

Obtain advice about the habitat you are planning to study before going into
the field. Identify any hazards, such as eroding river banks, tides, sediments or
dangerous animals, for example, jellyfish or venomous snakes.

n

Take great care when working in or near polluted water. Seal all samples
tightly and wash hands in clean water if they come into contact with a
polluted water sample. Wear disposable rubber gloves.
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1 ESS skills and concepts

■■ Classifying hazardous chemicals
The Globally Harmonized System (GHS) is an internationally adopted system
from the United States for the classification and labelling of hazardous chemicals.
The GHS provides established description and symbols (Figure 1.17) for each
hazard class and each category within a class. This description includes a signal
word (such as ‘danger’ or ‘warning’), a symbol or pictogram (such as a flame within
a red-bordered diamond), a hazard statement (such as ‘causes serious eye damage’),
and precautionary statements for safely using the chemical.

Dangerous to
the environment

Toxic

Gas under pressure

Corrosive

Expert tip
Always read the label on a chemical
reagent bottle to obtain and review
basic safety information concerning
the properties of a chemical. It is your
responsibility, in conjunction with your
teacher, to be fully aware of the hazards
and risks of all chemicals you are using.

Explosive

Flammable

Figure 1.17 Hazard warning signs

■■ Safety Data Sheets
The Safety Data Sheet (SDS) is provided in the US by the manufacturer,
distributor, or importer of a chemical to provide information about the substance
and its use. The SDS presents the information in a uniform manner and includes
the properties of each chemical, the physical health, and environmental health
hazards, protective measures and safety precautions for handling, storing,
disposing of and transporting the chemical.

Environmental and ethical assessment
The IB Organization has an animal experimentation policy which gives strict
guidelines for all practical work undertaken as part of the Diploma Programme.
Under this policy:
n

No fieldwork or experiments will be undertaken that damage the
environment.

n

No experiments involving other people will be undertaken without their
written consent and their understanding of the nature of the experiment.

n

No experiments will be undertaken that cause distress to, or inflict pain on,
live animals or humans.

Whole plant specimens should not be picked or uprooted from their natural
environment. If your proposed work requires the use of leafy stems and flowers,
you should ensure that they are obtained from gardens or from commercial sources
or bred for the purpose. Great care must be taken to ensure that plants are not
trampled or damaged during the sampling process.
It is not acceptable to carry out experiments that measure the size or strength of
force or heat needed to dislodge limpets or other molluscs from rocks. Any animal
removed from its environment for the purpose of counting or measurement should
be returned as soon as possible. Particular care should be taken when sampling
invertebrates found in rivers, ponds and on rocky shores. Some investigations may
involve the use of ‘mark/recapture’ sampling (Chapter 2, page 30). Before this is
carried out, consideration should be given to the effects upon individuals and
populations of the organism.
Some ecological investigations may involve the use of pitfall traps (Chapter 2,
pages 32–33). These traps should be checked several times daily to ensure animals
are not trapped for long periods of time. The animals should be given protection
from the prevailing weather and also a source of suitable food and water.
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Expert tip
When carrying out fieldwork
you must follow the IB ethical
practice guidelines and IB animal
experimentation policy – that is,
animals and the environment should
not be harmed during your work. You
need to consider the impact of your
investigation on any organisms you
are studying and the environment
they live in, if relevant to your study.

Expert tip
A full ethical and environmental
assessment must be carried
out and teacher approval given
before embarking on any practical
investigation.

Expert tip
When assessing safety, ethics and
environmental issues, you should
ensure that the following are
considered:
• evidence of a risk assessment
• an appreciation of the safe
handling of chemicals or
equipment (for example, the use
of protective clothing and eye
protection), if relevant
• application of the IBO animal
experimentation policy
• a reasonable consumption of
materials
• use of consent forms when people
are involved in your investigation
• correct disposal of waste
• attempts to minimize the impact of
the investigation on field sites.
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